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Overview:
This document details the mechanics for Phase 1 of Non-Fungible 
Heroes (NFH) Interactive Quests. Phase 1 of the game consists of a 
daily quest system where holders of NFH tokens can log-in to 
select a mission to send their Heroes/Villians/Gods on. Based on 
the success or failure of those missions, the Heroes/Villians/Gods 
will gain experience and level-up.

Disclaimer:
ALL CONTENT IN THIS PROPOSAL SHOULD BE CONSIDERED A WORK-IN-PROGRESS AND NOT FINAL.



When players log-in to the game, they are presented with three randomly generated quests rooted in the NFH 
universe narrative. These quests include a quest name, the quest patron (an NFH Hero or Villain), the quest’s level, 
and information on quest bonuses.

The three quests have varying lengths required to complete them. A short quest that completes in 4 hours, a 
medium length quest that completes in 12 hours, and a long quest that takes 72 hours to complete.

A fourth quest titled “Training” is permanently available. This quest provides a nominal amount of experience 
continuously while Heroes/Villains are assigned to the quest.



When a quest is generated, a random base difficulty 
between 1 - 99 is assigned to the mission. This represents 

the level of the quest and directly affects the rewarded 
experience if successfully completed. 

• 4 Hour Quest: 7 x the quest level

• 12 Hour Quest: 18 x the quest level

• 72 Hour Quest: 90 x the quest level

The training quest rewards a flat 50 exp/day for as long as 
a character is assigned to the quest.

The quest level also determines the chance of success for 
completing the mission when compared against the 

average level of the assigned Hero/Villains.



The chance for successfully completing a mission is: 

0.5 + (AverageHeroLevel - QuestLevel) * 0.02

Meaning, when a Hero’s level is equal to the quest level, 
they have a 50% chance of success. For every level under 
the quest level, they lose 2% chance. For every level over 

the quest level, they gain 2% chance. 

There is a minimum chance of success of 5% and a max 
chance of success of 95%. This means no matter how 
over-leveled, or under-leveled a character is, there is 

always a chance at success or failure.



When a quest is randomly generated, a patron NFH 
Hero/Villain is picked for the quest. Any traits shared 
between the patron and your team of NFTs results in 
bonuses to quest success rate based on the rarities 
of the matching traits. 

In our example here, the quest patron Hero has both 
the Sonic Boom trait and the Cooper trait. When the 
player selects which of their Heroes will attempt to 
complete the quest, if one of the selected Heroes has 
the selected trait, they are granted the bonus chance 
shown.



Characters progress from level 1 to level 99. The experience needed to hit the next level for a character follows a 
straightforward exponential growth formula.

ExperienceToNextLevel = 100 * (1.05 ^ CurrentLevel) - 100



At any time during the day, players can login and check the “status” of their NFH(s) attempting the mission. The screen 
shows the player’s avatar as well as the quest avatar, a countdown to completion, and a 2D battle window that shows 

various anime-inspired effects.

In future phases, players can use items like health potions/bananas that increase the likelihood of success for the NFH. 
The interactivity will be brainstormed directly with the community. We will build this game together.



After a quest has completed, a player can login to see the result 
of the quest. By clicking “complete” on a finished quest, players 
are shown the results of the quest and whether or not their 
team was successful. 

If they were successful, all characters of the assigned team gain 
the full experience amount; experience is not split between 
characters. After completing a quest, a new one is generated in 
that slot. Additionally, if a quest is not attempted in a certain 
amount of time, a new quest will be generated in its place.

Finally, all characters on a quest must be soft-staked at time of 
completion to be eligible for rewards. This means that the 
characters are still in the holders wallet, and that they are not 
listed for sale for less than TBD amount.


